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Define the term grotrp.

Time : Three hours

(b) i. Let 11 be a non-empty subset

if and only it ab-1 e E, o 
", 

r"jiro""o 
G Prove that' 11 is a subgroup of G

ii Let 11 and ]( be two subgroups of a group G. prove that 111{ is a subgroup orC if and only it H K = J(H.
iii. Let Il and 1l be two subgroups

your a'swef. 
ofagroupG ls '?U1l a subgroup of G? Justify

tv Lot {,?n }"E7 be 6ybirrrry family ol subgroups of a group G. provc rlr.r O g
is a subgroup or c. - - "" j.j ,,"



2. $tate and prove Lhe Lagrange's theorem for a frnite group G .

(a) If every non-identity element of a group G has order 2, sho{, that G is aberian.I
lb) Let o and g be ele#nts of a group G. Show thAt the element r-rgrz has the same

order as nr.

(c) Let e and y be erements of a group, wiih the order of r is 5. show that if e3 and y
commute then r and g commute.

(d) Let G be a non-abelian group of order 10. prove that G contains at least one elem€nt
of order b.

3. State the Jfrj, isomorphism theorern.

Let ,lI and K be two normal subgroups of a group G such that 1( ! 1/. prove that:

(u) rs;,
(b) HIK < c/K;
.. G/K(c) E/K = G/H,

4. (a) Let G be a group ard. 91, g2e G. Define a relation ,,-.,, on G by

91 - 92 <+ 19 € G such that gz: g I gr g.

Prove that ,,-,, is an equivalence relation on G.
Given a € G, let f(@) be denote the equivalence class of @. Show that:
i. lr(a)l = lG : C(a,| where C(a) : {x e Gl aa: aa};

ii,. a € Z(GJ <+ t(a) = {o}, where Z(G) ts the center of the group G.

(b) Write down the class equation of a finite group G. Hence or otherwise, prove that
the center of G is non_trival if the ordet of G is p,,, where p is a positive pdme
number.



Defrne the ter4t p-group.

Let G be a finite abelian $oup and let p be a prime number which
of G. Prove ttlat G has an element of order p.

Let G' be the commutator subgroup of a grcup G. prove the folowing:
i. G is abeiian if and only if G, = {e}, where e is the identity element of G.ii. G' is a normal subgroup of G.

iii, G/G' is abelian.

Is & abelian for a > 2? Justify your answer.
ij. Prove lhat the sct of evcn permu

"""..,t"' ir", 3_ffiil,::$:*rorms 
a normar subgroup or 

'en

iii. Express the permutation ., in ,98 as a product of disjoint cycles, where

"=(r 
r 3 4 5 6 7 s\"-\r, 

7 4 2 816).

Define the term perni utation a,s appliedto a group.

i. Prove rhat the permuralion group on }-l svmbols .q i" . a_:.- ,
n!. 

p on n symbols, ,9n, is a finite group of order

$


